Cloud Disaster Recovery Service
Continuous data replication to the cloud
ORIIUM’s Cloud DR Service (DRaaS) protects critical business systems by continuously replicating live data from customer
production systems, to that of ORIIUM's own cloud compute and storage platform.
In the event of a disaster scenario, systems can be rapidly recovered and made available from ORIIUM’s cloud, enabling
businesses to avoid lengthy downtime and data loss scenarios.

Smart technology
Cloud DR utilises replication technology to capture changes made on the
source server at a byte level and then stream these changes in real-time
directly into a target DR server hosted within ORIIUM’s cloud platform.
Supporting both Windows and Linux physical servers, as well as all popular
virtualisation platforms (VM's), Cloud DR can be used to protect an
organisations whole estate from within a single solution.

High speed recovery
The real-time replication enables organisations to achieve strict RPO’s, thus minimising data loss and potential business
disruption. Recovery times can be almost instant and ORIIUM’s team are always on hand 24/7 to assist in the event of a
disaster.
Connectivity
There are several secure connectivity options available including a site to site VPN which allows standard connectivity
from a fixed location (office) direct to the ORIIUM cloud platform or VPN software clients which can allow users working
remotely from home or other office locations not covered by a site to site connection, access to servers in the event of
DR failover.

Assisting you with critical failback
Following a disaster scenario, you may need to recover any new data that has been created on the failover servers back
into your on-premise sources. ORIIUM helps you with this process by providing necessary support and technical resource
to enable you to push data back from our cloud and onto your existing or new production environment.

Service Features
• Physical & virtual server support – We can protect both your physical Windows/Linux machines as well as
your virtual machines
• Low RPO - Having data on disk helps speed up and deliver more effective compliance
• DR testing - We enable customers to test their DR processes to ensure data is valid on a regular basis
• Secure - All data is encrypted during the replication process, to ensure its private to the customers only
• Highly available cloud – Our service operates from Tier-3 enhanced datacentres with 99.9% availability
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